Fruit flies are an ideal animal for biological research. Fruit flies can grow quickly in the lab, and we can study many fruit flies at the same time. The fruit fly has an outer layer, just like the human skin, to protect itself from injury or damage. If humans and fruit flies respond to injury in similar ways, then we can use fruit flies to discover new steps to improve human health. Using small needles to wound the fruit flies, we are able to ask questions about how fruit flies repair their wounds. We wondered what kind of reaction the fruit flies would have when we injured their skin. Fruit flies are small and we used microscopes to see the wound reaction -Ouch! The goal of this research was to test whether changes in the fruit fly deoxyribonucleic acid changed the way the fruit flies responded to injury.
to use for experiments, because we can ask questions about their blueprints (DNA) to understand complex problems about the building of the tree house (the fruit fly body) ( Figure 1B ). Fruit flies have been used in research for over 100 years to study genes and their effects on building the fruit fly body [1] . Current research on fruit flies combines the strengths of many biological techniques with DNA data available on the computer [2] . Fruit flies are insects, and the study of insect science is called entomology.
Every living animal uses some sort of specialized outer layer to protect itself and keep the inside of the body from leaking out, and also to prevent outside dangers from hurting the body. A breakdown in this outer layer triggers a wide range of reactions in an animal. When the outer layer is damaged, the animal must immediately turn on genes that help with repair of the outer layer and turn off genes of unwanted organisms. Many problems can happen when genes are not turned on and off properly. For example, if a repair gene is in the "on" state at the wrong time, then a large scar can form. Or, if the protection gene is in the "off " state at the wrong time, then an open sore can be an entrance for unwanted organisms and infections. Therefore, the balance between wound repair and protection is important to understand.
We performed our research using action/reaction questions, meaning we performed an action on the fruit flies (injuring the fruit fly cuticle, which is similar to the skin, with a small needle) and then observed the fruit flies to see their reaction to the injury. There are several advantages to using fruit flies to ask scientific questions. Fruit flies can grow quickly in the lab (they have a 10-day life cycle, which is the time it takes for them to grow from babies to adults) and they can live for a long time (a 60-day life span, which is the total time the fruit fly is alive). Fruit flies are not expensive to grow in the lab, so we can easily use a lot of them, even 100, for each of our experiments. A disadvantage of using fruit flies is that they are small and cannot be seen without the aid of microscopes to provide a close-up view. After considering both the advantages and disadvantages, we chose to perform our experiments on fruit flies because it is hard to do similar
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experiments in humans; for example, try to find 100 volunteers to "stab" and watch their wounds heal! Injury occurs when there is damage to the body and injuries happen many ways. Sometimes, we can see the injury if it occurs on the outside of the body. Other times, if the injury is on the inside of the body, we cannot see it. Fruit flies are so small that we can use special microscopes to help us see both the inside and outside of their bodies at the same time. In this video link (http://www.jove.com/video/50750/microinjection-wound-assay-vivolocalization-epidermal-wound-response), you can see that a small needle piercing a fruit fly makes a small injury [3] . We can ask questions about the reaction of the fruit fly to this injury. We used two different methods of causing injury: (1) needle puncture -similar to a bug bite that leaves a small sore spot your arm -and (2) injection of a chemical -similar to a poison ivy rash that causes sore spots all over your body. We used both of these methods to test the role of certain pieces of DNA in the wound reaction (WR). We were curious about why a bug bite causes a small reaction but poison ivy causes a large reaction.
We used the scientific method as a path to investigate the responses of the fruit flies to injury. The first step in the scientific method is to ask a question and think about the answer. The answer is your hypothesis. Our hypothesis was that a local reaction to injury will improve survival of fruit flies. The second step is to do the experiment, by studying action/ reaction. The actions we performed on the fruit flies are described below. The third step in the scientific method is to gather the answers from the experiment, which we did by looking at the reaction of the fruit flies to injury. The final step is to look back at the hypothesis and then repeat the experiments again. The goal of our study was to test the WR in the fruit fly and maybe try to improve it, so that the results could possibly be used to treat injury in humans [4] .
THE DISCOVERY
Scientists can perform a special technique on some kinds of animals, including fruit flies, in which they can add and subtract DNA. Imagine one kind of fruit fly that has the normal amount of DNA and a normal cuticle (Figure 2A) . Then, picture a special (or mutant) kind of fruit fly with a change (or mutation) that has had some DNA subtracted and cannot grow a cuticle at all ( Figure 2B ). Then, picture another special kind of fruit fly with a different mutation that has had some extra DNA added and grows an extra layer of cuticle ( Figure 2C ). Using techniques in the lab to make changes in the fruit flies' DNA, we did experiments using all three types of fruit flies (normal cuticle, no cuticle, and extra layer of cuticle). We examined these three types of fruit flies to see how they responded to injury. We thank the fruit flies for their service
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December 2016 | Volume 4 | Article 27 | 4 kids.frontiersin.org because we know that they take the place of other animals or humans in our research! In biology, the fruit fly is an awesome animal to use to ask tough questions and show us the answers.
HOW DOES A DNA MUTATION CHANGE THE WOUND REACTION IN THE FRUIT FLY?
We used an "ouch scale" to measure the reaction of the fruit flies to injury. The "ouch scale" is a series of faces that show no pain, mild pain, moderate pain, and severe pain ( Figure 3A) . A local WR is small reaction in the fruit fly, similar to a bug bite. We label this as mild on the "ouch scale. " A global WR is a large reaction in the fruit fly, similar to a poison ivy rash. We label this type of reaction as severe on the "ouch scale. " If we use the needle puncture procedure on fruit flies with the normal amount of DNA and a normal cuticle, the needle puncture injury results in a local WR, which is mild on the "ouch scale. " Fruit flies with the subtraction mutation that causes them to have no cuticle respond to injury with a global WR, which is severe on the "ouch scale" (Figure 3B ). Another important part of the scientific method is to repeat experimental results with different samples. We did this by using a green sample (WR-Green) and a red sample (WR-Red) that gave the same WR patterns (Figures 3B,C) . Repetition of an experimental result with more than one sample is like traveling to school with a bicycle or a skateboard. The travel times are the same with either activity, but it is fun to have a choice of how to get where you are going. 
HOW DOES A CHEMICAL CHANGE THE WOUND REACTION IN THE FRUIT FLY?
Another way to study the WR in fruit flies is to inject them with a chemical solution that copies a DNA mutation. This method also allowed us to test whether fruit flies have the same WR to injuries caused in two different ways -puncture in mutant fruit flies versus chemical injection. Injection of chemical solution into a normal fruit fly resulted in a global WR, which is severe on the "ouch scale" (same as Figures 3B,C) and is the same as the fruit flies with the subtraction mutation that got the needle puncture injury. The fact that we observed the same result with a DNA mutation and a chemical injection leads to new questions about overlap between the DNA and the chemical in the WR.
These kinds of experiments have been repeated several times and in several different ways. The next step after the discovery of the changes of WR in the fruit fly is to figure out what the different genes involved in the WR might be doing. Then, additional studies can be done in other animals to see if they have the same kind of WR as the fruit flies or whether different animals use different strategies to repair their wounds. Ultimately, we hope that our results will be useful in helping humans with injuries [5] . 
BUILDING A BETTER BANDAGE
The fruit fly WR can hopefully help us to understand how many different animals, including humans, react to and heal their wounds. Injuries can have many different causes (for example, surgery or infection) and can affect different body parts (for example, skin or muscle). Understanding how animals respond to injuries and damage may give us a way to improve human health. The more we understand about the blueprints used to build our tree house, the more we can use fruit flies to improve the treatment of human injuries. In addition, because all living organisms contain DNA, we can study changes in DNA over time and ask more questions in different animals (including worms, fruit flies, and mice). Scientists who study animals help discover fun facts about biology -the science of all living things. Our ultimate goal is to understand the special connection between humans and all other living things -bacteria, fungi, plants, and animals.
